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ABSTRACT 

 

normally associated with dampness issues due to factors of usage, density and age of 
the buildings. Since many public universities were built more than 30 years, signs of 
dampness, especially lateral/penetrating, condensation and rising damp issues in 

-
which leads to deterioration of Damp-Proof Course (DPC) membrane or waterproofing 
agent in the building structure. This problem needs proper care on maintenance in order 
to avoid severe problems for the buildings in the near future. The aim for this thesis is 
to carry out a defect diagnosi
prominent types of defects related to dampness that is occurred with the nexus of 
influential climatic factors, namely temperature, relative humidity, transmittance, 
emissivity, and dew point over a period of time. This research has used three phases of 
survey, namely visual inspection, Building Condition Assessment (BCA) survey and 
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) survey. A case study in a public university in UiTM 
Perak, with 5 blocks of accommodation has been chosen for this study. Through visual 
inspection, common defects related to dampness issues have been found at all related 
rooms located near to the bathroom areas. For BCA survey, the Building Assessment 
Rating System (BARIS) has been applied with the aid of NDT approach. For this phase, 
a Thermal Imager has been used to diagnose the level of defect based on all related 

accommodation in the case study, which located near to the bathroom were affected by 
dampness, with high Relative Humidity (RH); ranged between 9.71% to 81.0% and 
temperatures from 28.7% to 34.0%. The prominent types of defects related to dampness 

 is Lateral Damp or 
Penetrating Damp with the influence of climatic factors. It can be seen that the 
prominent cause of defects for this case study is from the leaking of pipelines from the 
upper wall of the buildings with the occurrence of 31 numbers. 
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